Abstract—Aims to develop a framework for evaluation and monitoring of Dual Expertise Education Certification Program for SMK / SMA Teachers conducted by the Indonesian Ministry of Education and Culture through PPPPTK BOE Malang. Helping observers assess the content and advantages of the program. With a primary focus on teacher performance program participants who engage in activities after through validation of key stakeholders. The framework of the evaluation method includes five main logic model structures: resources / inputs, activities, outputs, outcomes and impacts. The method used is document analysis and interview with reference of previous Teacher Learning Program. Researchers identified aspects of the study based on the five main structures. The data is collected gradually from the development stage of the Teacher Learning Program, during the on-in1, on-in2 system activities, to the prediction of implementation of the field results. The results have an impact on increasing the score of teachers’ UKG scores and improving student learning.
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I. BACKGROUND

One of the strategic ways of revitalization of SMK conducted by the Government of Indonesia in the short term is a recertification program of expertise and recertification of educators for 15000 teachers of SMK / SMA. Hereinafter referred to as Dual Expertise Program. It is expected that the number of productive teachers of SMK in Indonesia can be fulfilled [1]. Teachers involved are teachers affected by the implementation of the Curriculum 2013. Impacts such as the loss of subjects, reduced number of hours of study and uneven distribution of teachers within a particular area.

The design of the Dual Expertise Program implementation from the teacher engagement side will perform activities such as: a) self-directed guided learning in vocational schools or on other SMK On-Service Training, b) Training and Education (In-Service Training), c) Apprenticeship in the business and industry (DU / DI); and d) certification of expertise by Professional Certification Institution (PCI) and recertification of teachers in positions through Pendidikan dan Latihan Profesi Guru (PLPG). Design using a sandwich system On-In-On-in service training [1]. Executor of the program is Pusat Pengembangan Pemberdayaan Pendidik dan Tenaga Kependidikan Bidang Otomotif Elektronika (PPPTK BOE) Malang.

To improve outcomes that meet the needs of the department, it requires mechanisms to monitor and evaluate impacts on training outcomes. Developing a logic model evaluation is an important first step in program evaluation [9]. As a pragmatic tool carrying out the review, strengthening the quality of reviews, communication tools dissemination findings [3]. Aim to provide street map stakeholders describing the sequence of related events that link the needs of the planned program to the desired outcomes of the program. Mapping a proposed program helps visualize and understand how human and financial investments can contribute to achieving desired program objectives and can lead to program improvement [13] [14]. The process used in producing the logic model evaluation helps the program to: a) establish a clear mission with an understanding of what is invested (input); b) describe what the program will do, who will participate, and what environmental factors can be played out (output), and c) determine outcomes at three levels (short, medium and long term) to measure success or failure [5].

Basically in Dual Expertise Programs, logic model evaluation is a systematic and visual way to present and share an understanding of the relationships between the resources they have to operate the program, the activities to be performed, and the changes or outcomes to be achieved. The most basic of logic model evaluation is a description of how convincing the program will work. It uses words and pictures to visualize the sequence of activities that are considered to bring change and how these activities are related to the expected outcomes of this program. Arranged in a columned format with text in a box and linked with a one-way arrow [12].

Benefits of using the Logic Model Evaluation include: a) Program design, as part of the evaluation so as to stay focused on outcomes, both temporary and long-term. b) Have a strong base for continuous evaluation. Can decide more systematic which part of the program to be studied, whether the assumption is correct or not. c) There is value in the process of developing the logic model. The model itself provides vocal points for discussion or explanation to others, creating a sense of ownership among stakeholders [13] [14]. The basic components of the logic model evaluation are
shown in Figure 1 below. This component describes the relationship between the planned work and the expected results. Described numerically with steps 1 through 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resources/Inputs</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
<th>Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Work planned</td>
<td>2 Desired result</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Basic Logic Model Evaluation Components

Elements of logic model evaluation are defined as: a) Resources are also sometimes called Inputs can be human, financial, organizational, community, or system in any combination; b) Activity is the specific action that shapes the program reflecting the tools, processes, events, and other intentional tools in the program; c) Outputs are specific activities to be produced or created including description of the type, level, and audience or targets submitted by the program; d) Outcomes are about change, often in program participants or organizations, as a result of the program including certain changes in awareness, knowledge, skills, and behavior, and e) Impact is a major goal change in organizations, communities, or other systems that bring about time implications [4].

In sequence it can be explained that: a) Specific resources are required to run Dual Expertise Program. b) If you have access to resources, you can use them to complete the planned activities of the program. c) If you have completed the activity plan, products and services desired. d) If you have completed planned activities to the extent desired, then the program participants will benefit in certain ways. e) If the benefits for program participants are achieved, certain changes in the organization, community, or system may be expected happen.

The effective evaluation and success of an effective Dual Expertise Program depends on the clear assumptions and expectations of stakeholders on how and why the program will solve the problem of productive teacher shortages, generate new possibilities of dual skill in teachers, and utilize most valuable assets of teachers who lack the hours Teaching and / or subjects lost as a result of the implementation of the Indonesian Curriculum 2013. The logical modeling approach helps create a shared understanding and focus on program objectives and methodology, linking activities with projected results.

II. AIM

This study aims to construct the components of resources / inputs, activities, outputs, outcomes, and impacts on the Dual Expertise Education Certification Program for SMK / SMA teachers organized by the Ministry of Education and Culture through PPPTK BOE Malang 2017 (http://www.vedcmalang.com).

III. METHOD

This study uses document analysis and interviews with reference to the implementation of previous learner teacher programs (https://gurupembelajar.id). By reviewing the literature that can be used as a guide for researchers. The qualitative research method of document study was conducted on several inter-evaluation reports, educational and training processes, journals that have been referred to as literature review, and analyzed with data collected using Constant Comparative Method (CCM) linking, coding and analyzing data [17]. This technique is used because this is a regular method. Review and evaluate paper documents and electronic resources.

Source of data derived from the results: a) Fucus Group Discussion (FGD) Dual Expertise Skills in WhatApps; b) Structured Interviews Online (WTOI) through Google Form; c) Field observation. Informant data in this study as in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Source of Informant</th>
<th>FGD</th>
<th>WTOI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>National Instructor</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dual Expertise Teacher</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Program Operator</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ethically because it involves the human element in this study, all informants freely agree to fill the instrument and discuss, to get basic information [11].

The program operator is limited to technical implementation unit under the Directorate General of GTK, Kembdikbud that is: a) PPPPTK BOE Malang; b) Provincial Education Department in providing teacher data which will follow Dual Expertise Program, including data verification; c) Business and Industry in the provision of a place for teachers to know the industry; d) Training institutions as a place to train vocational skills competencies for teachers of Dual Expertise Program which in this case is located in the school as a Learning Center.

IV. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

A. The planned work / Situation Statement

The first step in developing a logic model is to identify the problem of the productive shortage of teachers who are handled by the Dual Expertise Program and make the appropriate situation statement. In this logic model, a roadmap will be developed to overcome the lack of productive teachers in SMK, while on the other hand there are certain adaptive, normative, and productive teachers in SMK / SMA.

So as situation statement is:

In accordance with conditions 2016 from the Vocational Data SMK that there is a total lack of state and private productive teachers 91,861. In the short-term plan in 2017 implemented Dual Expertise Educator Certification Program as many as 15,000 teachers.
**B. Desired results / Assumptions**

At this stage have identified several root causes and have found a way that has proven to have been successfully programmed earlier. A successful program for Dual Expertise Education Certification is a Teacher Learning Program as a follow-up to Teacher’s Competence Test results held in 2015.

So as Assumption is: a) Achieved Dual Teacher Educator Certification as many as 15000 teachers; Measurement of Success through Teacher’s Competence Test and get new Education Certificate.

**C. Inputs**

Resources that can be included in the program to be successful. It can be the materials, people and resources you need to make the program work. List of resources in Dual Expertise Program such as: a) Study of Director General of Teacher and Education Personnel; b) PPPPTK BOE Malang; c) 101 SMKs Learning Center; d) 1.227 SMK / SMA teachers target; e) National Instructor; f) Learning Teacher Curriculum; g) Business and Industry (DUDI) and Professional Certification Institution (PCI); h) Management Information System Training and Education; i) Educational Institute of Education Personnel (LPTK); and j) Financial

**D. Activity**

The activities undertaken starting from: a) Program Development Planning conducted by the Director General GTK, Kemdikbud; b) Instructor Training conducted at PPPPTK BOE Malang; c) Target Teacher Training at each Learning Center; d) Teacher Apprenticeship in Designated Schools; e) Certification of Expertise to be performed by Professional Certification Institution (PCI), and Educator Certification conducted by LPTK.

**E. Outputs**

Outputs of the activities undertaken are: a) Technical Instruction 1 (IN-1) and In Service Training 2 (IN-2) Dual Expertise Education Certification Program for SMK / SMA Teachers; b) National Instructor who will teach target teachers at the Learning Center; c) Dual Expertise Skills results of training activities; d) Certified Expertise Teacher from Professional Certification Institution; e) Teacher Certified Educator from LPTK.

**F. Outcomes**

There are three runs against specific changes in the behavior, knowledge, skills, beliefs or attitudes of program participants. The short-term important things that want to be changed in the target population as a result of the program is the improvement of knowledge, especially in the reading content of each skill. The medium term is expected to have an alternative learning strategy with science that has been certified skillfully from PCI, and the long term has the belief of its scientific ability so that it can have multiple learning strategies with double expertise possessed and professionally certified by LPTK.

**G. Impact**

Impact is the long-term change to be achieved in the target teacher target population. This may include changes to the individual ability of the target teacher in improving the score on the implementation of the Teacher Competency Test (UKG), and / or impacting on improving student learning.
Institution (PCI) and final Educator Certification by LPTK also through evaluation stage.

VI. CONCLUSION

Constructing components of inputs, activities, outputs, outcomes and impacts on Dual Expertise Programs by developing appropriate and measurable indicators during the planning phase is key to good evaluation. Early identification of indicators allows stake holders, program managers, and teams to know the baseline data that may be available to help evaluate the program.

The logic model is useful for identifying program elements most likely to generate useful evaluation data, and to identify appropriate sequences for collecting data and measuring progress. Can be concluded that: [1]. The Logic Model helps explain how and why the program works; [2]. Logic Model can be used as a tool to improve planning, implementation and dissemination of Dual Expertise Education Certification Program for SMK / SMA Teachers; and [3]. Logic Models can help connect the need for a planned program to the desired outcome of the program.

The outcome indicators for measuring training should be based on the specific objectives described as part of the curriculum. Indicators for measuring behavior change should determine which behavior the program targets. Conditional indicators may require significant time investment to link medium-term outcomes with expected long-term outcomes through the implementation of targeted programs.
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